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I. DESCRIPTION Of: ITEM

,.,.... ,,.~·-- o. ... ............ ,.,,,..,

NO

SPACE OPERATIONS (Table 55-8)
(Applicable Air Force-wide)
Table 55-8 is revised, changing the title to
Space Operations vice Space Defense, adding 22
new rules (of which l rule's records are proposed
for permanent retention), changed procedures for
retiring 2 permanent rules records, changed 1
permanent record to a disposable record, and
changed 1 rule disposition.
1

2

,,~,.

Rule 1. Changed the permanent retirement of space
object detection and tracking system historical
data (previously orbital element cards) to "retire
as permanent after life of the system" vice "retire
as permanent 1 year after object decay." These
records are now located "at re~ponsible activity."
See Attachment 1 for rationale.

NN-173
109

Rules 1.1 and 1.2. Added to destroy computer tape
data for updating the historical data bas and
duplicates of Rule·1 records when no longer needed.
This disposition meets Air Force needs.
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3

Rule 2. Changed the retention of space object
NN-170-33
identification (SOI) recordings of special interest
to "destroy when no longer needed after object
decay" vice "retire as permanent 1 year after
object decay." Air Force has not retired any of
these records to WNRC. See Attachment 1 for
rationale.

4

Rule 3 • Changed the disposition of SOI recordings
of routine interest to "destroy when no longer
needed" vice "destroy after 1 month, or when no
longer needed, whichever is later." This
disposition meets Air Force needs.

5

Rules 4-10.

6

Rule 10.1. Added to destroy SOI tasking messages
after 3 months. This disposition meets Air Force
needs.

7

Rules 11 and 12. Changed the subject description NN-170-33
to "sensor network tasking data" vice "optical
surveillance data," as these records are concerned
with data associated with the actual tasking of a
sensor. Changed the remainder of description to
include sensor tasking response data, tasking for
such data, tracking reports, sensor tasking and
launch change messages, besides the Baker-Nunn
camera film. Reason is that there are now two
types of surveillance data - current camera film
(as from Baker-Nunn sensors) and now computer data.

8

Rule 12.1. Added to retire Boxscore messages at
preparing activity as permanent. See Attachment 1
for rationale.

9

Rule 12.2. Added to destroy Boxscore messages at
receiving activity when no longer needed, since Air
Force is keeping them at preparing activities as
permanent.

NN-170-33

No changes.

10 Rule 13. Changed the permanent retirement of
tracking and impact prediction (TIP) data (of
special interest) to "retire as permanent after
object decay" vice "retire as permanent on
inactivation of the unit." See Attachment 1 for
rationale.
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11 Rule 13.1. Added to destroy TIP data (of other
than special interest) 2 years after object decay.
This time-frame provides sufficient access for
in-house statistical studies and engineering
development work.
12 Rules 14-16. Changed the subject description of
daily operations logs and locations of these
records slightly, except that Rule 15 missile
warning system records are now located "at
responsible activity."
13 Rule 17. Added to destroy launch information case
files on foreign launches 2 years after launch.
Data needed for a longer period is obtained from
historical data (Rule 1), and TIP data (Rule 13);
and case file data also is incorporated into the
FLIP catalog (Rule 20). Foreign launch means that
foreign countries are launching their own
satellites without providing us information
pertaining to those launches.

NCl-AFU
82-5

(Rules

14 & 15)

NCl-AFU
84-17

(Rule 16)

14 Rule 18. Added to destroy launch information case
files on cooperative launches 8 years after launch.
Data needed for a longer period is obtained from
Rules 1 and 13, same as for foreign launch case
files. Data for short term use is not incorporated
in a catalog, as these launches are infrequent.
Cooperative launch means that many countries other
than U.S. launch satellites but provide initial
launch information to the U.S.
15 Rule 19.

Added to destroy Rules 17 and 18 launch
information at sensor sites and wings when no
longer needed. This disposition meets Air Force
needs.

lE Rule 20. Added to destroy technical reference
material (satellite, radar cross section (RCS), and
foreign launch information publication (FLIP)
catalogs) when superseded. This disposition meets
Air Force needs.
li

I I 5·204

Rule 21. Added to destroy technical reference
material (RCS catalogs) at office of primary
responsibility 10 years after superseded. The RCS
catalog has no historical value but contains
scientific data for the satellite which is of
significant operational and research interest 10
years after its supersession.

P'our copies, IRCludln1 or111n11 to llte sulltmltteCI
to tlM National Arclllves and lllecords Serwlce.
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18 Rule 22. Added to destroy United Nations registry
reports after 1 year. This disposition meets Air
Force needs.
19 Rule 23. Added to destroy satellite state of
health information 2 years after decommissioning
of satellite. Satellite testing is done
extensively on the ground before its launch and
again before the satellite payload is brought on
line as a part of any system. When satellite is
decommisioned, Air Force only needs the data for
additional 2 years.
20 Rule 24. Added to destroy satellite operations
changes (temporary satellite procedure requests)
2 years after decommissioning of satellite. This
disposition meets Air Force needs.
21 Rule 25. Added to destroy satellite operations
changes (temporary ground system procedure
requests) when no longer needed. This disposition
meets Air Force needs.
22 Rule 26. Added to destroy post contact packages
when no longer needed. This disposition meets Air
Force needs.
23 Rule 27. Added to dispose of individual evaluation
folders (mission-ready qualification status) by
giving the information to individual upon transfer,
reassignment or separation.
24 Rule 28.

Added to destroy individual evaluation
folders (duties and qualifications) when no longer
needed. This disposition meets Air Force needs.

2~

Rules 29 and 30. Added to destroy evaluation
materials and operations records when superseded or
obsolete. This disposition meets Air Force needs.

2E Rule 31. Added to destroy operations review panel
and board minutes after 2 years. This disposition
meets Air Force needs.
2i Rule 32.

Added to destroy operations review
summary messages and trend analysis reports after
1 year. This disposition meets Air Force needs.
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28 Note 1. Revised current NOTE to offer space object NN-173
detection and tracking system historical data
109
(Rule 1) to the National Archives after life of the
system, vice retire them after satellite object
decay.
29 Note 2. Added to state that permanent (proposed)
Boxscore messages (Rule 12.1) and permanent TIP
data (Rule 13) are offered to the National Archives
in 5-year blocks when most recent document is 25
years old.
30 Note 3. Added to state that individual evaluation
folders (Rules 27 and 28) are given to the
individual concerned if applicable.

--

115·204
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ATTACHMENT 1
SF 115 Addition
SPACE OPERATIONS (Table 55-8)
Reasons for adding, changing retirement procedures of,
and deletion of permanent records.
Rule 1. Space object detection and tracking system historical
data (previously orbital element cards).
The data is the same that was previously maintained on
the orbital element cards but is now maintained on magnetic tapes;
and the description is revised to identify this data. Magnetic
tape source documents are converted to computer-output-microfilm
cartridges; paper records (orbital element cards) are converted to
microform jackets. Reason for now retiring as permanent "after
life of the system" is because life of system means the life of
the current computational system used to track objects in space
which could include satellites, debris, or any object being
tracked. Information is no longer separated by object decay using
current computational system. DOD and NASA, and companies under
their contract or those involved in space research, will reference
these records.
Rule 2. Space Object Identification (SOI) recordings (of special
interest).
Reason we no longer need to retain SOI recordings
permanently is that once an object decays, data is no longer
pertinent and would therefore have no archival value. Also, data
in the Archives would have no meaning except to trained SOI
analysts.
Rule 12.1.

Boxscore messages.

The source of the name "Boxscore" is not known. The
name probably was derived from its format as the Boxscore message
comes in four parts (parts A through D). Part A contains a
current rundown by country of the number of objects (defined as
payloads and debris) for each country which has sent satellites
into space. Part B contains a listing by country of the number of
payloads and pieces of debris belonging to that country which have
decayed. Part C contains a listing of the most recent space
objects (those since the last Boxscore message) which have been
catalogued by the Space Surveillance Center (SSC). Part o
contains a listing of the most recent objects (those since the
lr;t Boxscore message) which have decayed from orbit. The
document gives a current indication or "boxscore" of what is going
·on in space.

--------

~--------------------------

The Boxscore messages are considered to be of unique
permanent historical value and may be used for statistical
research purposes such as determining trends of countries with
regard to space exploration. They also provide (within each
individual message) a "snapshot" for any given point in time of
what an individual country's activities in space were with regard
to payloads launched, decayed, etc.
Boxscore messages are arranged chronologically. current
volume on hand is 4 cubic feet and 2/3 cubic foot is accumulated
annually.
Rule 13. Tracking and Impact Prediction (TIP) data (of special
interest).
Reason for now retiring to WNRC as permanent "after
object decay" is that an object in space is entered into a
computer program to begin predicting exactly when it will decay.
These predictions are periodically updated until the object has
actually decayed and is no longer being tracked by the space
surveillance network. As such, TIP data deals with programs which
are run to predict the decay place and time of a space object;
thus this TIP data should be retired after object decay. TIP data
is offered to the National Archives as stated in Note 2.
TIP data of special interest represents significant
events that have been processed by USSPACECOM and AFSPACECOM.
These satellites represent highly visible events which are of
worldwide interest. The TIP data is often requested by the U.S.
State department for their use and for providing data to foreign
governments and agencies. The major users of TIP data are the
same as for Rule 1 records, along with scientists researching
atmospheric conditions. The size, special characteristics, or
purpose of the satellite make selected TIP data historically
significant.

TABLE 55-8

,__

*SPACE OPERATIONS
R
A

u
L
E

-1
-1
.1

*
-

1

.2

If records
are
•space
object
detection
and tracking system
historical
data (previously
orbital
element
cards)

'~-----------,.-----....------~
B

C

D

consisting of

which are

then

•space observations,
orbital elements, sensor
calibrations, parameters , and solar flux

•at
respon
sible
activity

•retire as
permanent
(note 1).

computer tape data for
updating the historical
data base

destroy when
no longer
needed.

dupl icates of rule 1
records

*

- 2 space

radar or photometric
object
ampl itude data
identif ica- recordings
tion(SOI)

-3

5

-6

-7

-

*destroy when
no longer
needed after
object decay.

of routine *destroy when
interest
no longer
needed.
digitized
and trans
cribed on
cards

-4
-

of special
interest
(most
represent
ative of
true
features)

discrimination informa
tion transmitted by SOI
capable sensors
SOI parameter data
(includes pattern
recognition data)

reports
destroy after
generated the data is
or
entered into
received
the data
at a cent base.
ralized
location
reports
generated
or
received
at track
ing site

destroy after
1 mc>nth, or
when no long
er needed,
whichever is
later.

TABLE 55-8. CONTINUED
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u

A
B
C
D
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If records
E are

L

consisting of

8

9

time sequenced logs of
significant operational
events

which are

then

summary of
SOI anal
ysis in
satellite
numbered
sequence

destroy when
superseded or
no longer
needed.

•at track
ing sites

destroy 1
year after
last entry in
the log.

10

computer printouts of
satellite track data,
mission planning logs,
records of message
transmissions, posit
ional checklists, etc.

destroy when
superseded or
no longer
needed.

10
.1

SOI tasking messages

destroy after
3 months •

*
•sensor
network
tasking
data
12 (previously
optical
surveill
ance data)

•sensor tasking response
data, tasking for such
data, tracking reports
such as element sets
(ELSET) requests, sensor
tasking and launch
change messages, Baker
Nunn camera films, and
optical sensor passage
records

12

Boxscore messages con
sisting of information
on objects in space

11

.1

*
12
.2

*

of special destroy when
interest
no longer
needed.
of other
than
special
interest

destroy after
3 months.

at
preparing
activity

retire as
permanent
(note 2).

at
receiving
activity

destroy when
no longer
needed.

TABLE 55-8. CONTINUED
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---R - A- - - - C --D B
u

L If record
E are

13 tracking

and impact
prediction
(TIP) data
13
.1

*
14 •space

operations
logs

-15
-16

-17
*
18

*

consisting of

which are

then

tracking and impact pre •of
special
diction record, final
decay message, computer interest
printouts of satellite
positional data to in
clude spiral decay vec
tors, final element set of other
and related data of
than
specialized interest
special
(most valuable data)
interest

•retire as
permanent
after object
decay
(note 2).

data on daily operations •at space
operations
units or
command
and
control
activities

destroy 6
months after
last entry in
log.

destroy 2
years after
object decay.

•missile
warning
system

•at
respon
sible
activity

hold for life
of missile
warning
system, then
destroy.

•operations
center
activity
log

at tacti
cal warn
ing/attack
assessment
and space
surveill
ance
functional
OPRs

destroy 1
year after
last entry in
log, or when
no longer
needed,
whichever is
later.

~~~,,......,,_-~~~...,.........,.....,.--~~

launch
case files consisting of at respon- destroy 2
years after
information how foreign launches are sible
tracked, any problems
activity
launch.
and related records
case files consisting of
how cooperative launches
are tracked, initial
launch alert message,
any problems, and
related records

destroy 8
years after
launch.

I
c- - - u
TABLE 55-8. CONTINUED

R

L If records
are

E

-19
*

-20

*

technical
reference
material

*
-22

*

*

which are

then

information in rules 17
and 18

at sensor
sites and
wings

destroy when
no longer
needed.

satellite catalog, radar
cross section catalog,
foreign launch informa
tion publication (FLIP)
catalog, and similar
records

UN registry copies of original

reports

23 satellite
* state of
health
information

-24

consisting of

radar cross section
(RCS) catalog

21

satellite
operations
changes

reports sent to JCS for
forwarding to United
Nations
raw satellite data and
similar records used for
trend analysis and anom
aly resolution to
support testing and
evaluation

*
26 post
* contact
packages

destroy when
superseded.

at office destroy 10
of primary yecirs after
responsi superseded.
bility
(CPR)
at Command destroy after
OPR
1 year.

destroy 2
years after
decommission
ing of
satellite.

temporary satellite pro
cedure request, flight
code change request
temporary ground system
procedure request,
flight code change
request

25

D

B

A

run command messages,
command plans, work
sheets, out of limits
telemetry printouts, and
other required records

-------

destroy when
no longer
needed.

TABLE 55-8. CONTINUED
R

u

A

If records
E are

B

c

D

L

consisting of

which are

then.
give to indi
vidual upon
transfer, re
assiqnment or
separation
(note 3).

27 individuai
* evaluation
folders

letters of certification at units
and decertification, and and wings
other records pertaining
to an individual's
mission-ready qualifi
cation status

28
*

individual's record of
duties and
qualifications

at Command destroy when
no lonqer
OPR
needed
(note 3).

29 evaluation
* materials

evaluation scenarios,
scripts, written tests,
annotated error guides,
and other evaluation or
simulation materials

at units
and wings

destroy when
superseded or
obsolete.

30 operations
* records

posJ.tional_qbe9klists,
reports, guidebooks,
operations positional
reference handbooks,
operations manuals
(other than technical
orders), and similar
records

31 operations
* review

operations review panel
and operations review
board minutes

at units
and above

destroy after
2 years.

32

summary messages and
trend analysis
reports

*

destroy after
1 year.

NOTES:
1. *Offer to the National Archives after life of the system.
Retire microfilm to WNRC at 5-year intervals.
•2. Offer to the National Archives in 5-yearblocks -whp J10st
recent document is 25 years old.
*3. At units and wings, send record to gaining unit with copy to
command OPR on transfer of individual to another space operations
assignment; give record to individual and send copy to Command OPR
on their transfer to an assignment not involving space operations;
or give record to individual on their separation or retirement.

